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We investigate properties oí the relativized NC and AC hierarchies in their DLOGTii\IE-. respec
tively, ALOGTIME-uniform setting and show that t.hese hierarchies can be characterized in terms 
of adaptive reducibility in logarithmic or polylogarithmic time, i.e. O(log n)' for i 2 O. As a corol
lary, the relationship between AC¡ and NCi+i reducibility is clarifie<l by the result stating that if
DLOGTIME-uniform AC' and ALOGTIME-u11iform Nc•+1 reducibilit.y coincide for i = o when ap
plied to an arbitrary function class F, then they coincide on F for ali i 2 O. Our result.� ,rnbst,wtiall.1 
generalize various previous results (Wi 90), (ABJ 91), (Ba 91). 
Topics: compulational complexity, ¡J(lrnl/el algorit/im-5

1 Introduction 

The concept of reducibility is a central one in complexity theory. Int.uitively. a problem .-1 is reducible to 
a problem B when an algorithm for B can be efficiently transformed iuto an a.lgoritbm for .--l.. Loosely 
speaking, the complexity of A is bounded by the complexity of B "plus" the complexity of t.he recluctiou. 
Here, a natural assumption is that the cornplexity of the reduction should not lw greater than the 
complexity of the problem we are reducing to. \Vit.h the study of smaller and smaller complexity classes 
finer and finer reductions using lesser and lesser resources have become neccessary. At. the extremi:- eud. 
we have reducibilities via constant depth circuits [CSV 84] or DLOGTIME reducibility [Bu ST]. suit.ablt> 
for studying completeness for classes such as ACº and NC 1

. 

Reducibilities can also be used to characterize complexity classes. For example, the classe;; �.f 
[St 77) and ef (Wa 90] are, respectively, the closure of NP under polynomial-time Turing and trut.!1-
table reducibility. ef has a variety of further characterizations by other types of reducibilities. e.g .. 
logspace Turing reducibility or reducibility via ACº circuits (for an O\"erview see (.JT y:3)). 

A further recent example are the NC and AC' hierarchies. Wilson shows that any class N(: i+i or, 
respectively, ACi +j of these hierarchies can be characterized by applying ACi or alternatively \C 1 + 1 

reducibility to NCi, respectively, ACi for i 2'.: O, j 2 l. Hence, when applied to classes in the NC a11CI r\C 
hierarchies, ACi and NCi+l reducibility coincide. 
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